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Abstract: The evolution of a de Sitter Universe is the basis for both the accelerated Universe and
the late-stationary Universe. So, how do we differentiate between both universes? In this paper,
we state that it is not possible to design an experiment using luminous or angular distances to
distinguish between the two cases because they are the same during the de Sitter phase. However,
this equivalence allows us prediction of the signal of a constant dark energy emission with a signal
peak around 29.5 MeV, in which, according to our astrophysical test of survival probability, the
radiation must be non-standard photons. Remarkably, experiments by EGRET and COMPTEL have
observed an excess of gamma photons in this predicted region, coming from a possible decay process
of dark energy emission, which may constitute the smoking gun of a late-stationary Universe with
the continuous creation of non-standard radiation, an alternative approach to understanding the
current stages of the Universe’s evolution.

Keywords: cosmological constant; cosmology

1. Introduction

The late acceleration of the Universe—which was first observed by the teams dedicated
to study the supernovae Type Ia (SNIa) [1,2] and was later confirmed by the WMAP and
Planck satellites through cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) [3]—is today
an undisputed fact. According to the general theory of relativity (GR), and assuming a
homogeneous and isotropic line element and a perfect fluid energy-momentum tensor, the
scale factor for an accelerated Universe (z . 0.6) is expressed as a(t) = a0 exp[Λ(t− t0)],
where Λ is the cosmological constant at z = 0, representing a de Sitter evolution. Addi-
tionally, the equation of state (EoS) of the fluid responsible for the acceleration must fulfill
inequality ω < −1/3. According to these demands, the cosmological constant (CC) is one
of the explanations, and through this approach, it is possible to construct the standard
paradigm for cosmology, also known as the Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) model, which is in
agreement with modern observations. However, we should not lose sight of the profound
unsolved problems afflicting the CC [4,5], which can be attributed to possible modifications
to the GR or to a misinterpretation of the CC from the quantum field theory point of view,
in which the ultraviolet divergence of the energy density arises.

From the experimental approach, we know that we are in an accelerated phase because
the observed luminous distances from SNIa (and confirmed by CMB [3]) coincide with the
theoretical expression expected for an accelerated Universe according to the background
model. The luminous distance expression is dL(z) ≈ H−1

0 Ω−1/2
Λ (1 + z)z, where ΩΛ is

the density parameter of the CC, and it is valid only when ΩΛ dominates over the other
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components (matter and radiation). This assumption is valid because ΩΛ = 0.68 according
to [3], and eventually ΩΛ = 1, while the other components tend to dilute. A similar
situation happens, for example, with other observations, like Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
(BAO), when we explore the final stages of the Universe’s evolution, where ΩΛ dominates.
In this case, the angular distance can be reduced to dA(z) ≈ zH−1

0 Ω−1/2
Λ (z + 1)−1. This

confirms that the observations and theory fit only if the Universe is considered to be in an
accelerated stage nowadays. Both these measurements (and others) are important evidence
that the Universe is transiting to a de Sitter phase in its last stages, and two of its main
physical observables are the luminous and angular distances.

On the other hand, the steady-state model (SSM) demands a perfect cosmological principle
(PCP) [6], generalizing the isotropy not only in all directions at cosmological scales but
also at all times. Indeed, the SSM demands ȧ/a = H0, where H0 is the Hubble constant,
implying a = a0 exp[H0(t− t0)] with a deceleration parameter q ' −1 and a luminous and
angular distance that coincides precisely with the one obtained from the de Sitter evolution
in the ΛCDM model in its last stages. We note that the SSM was initially discarded because
of its inability to predict CMB radiation and its black-body spectrum [7]. Additionally, when
the SSM was proposed, there was no observational evidence regarding the transition of our
Universe into an accelerated stage; thus, the best at that epoch was an universe dominated
by matter at z ∼ 0, which is no longer the case today. Nowadays, SSM has evolved into
the so-called matter/radiation creation model [8–12], in which the de Sitter evolution is not
caused by a cosmological constant; instead, a continuous creation of matter/radiation
is produced through a diffusion term in the continuity equations driving the de Sitter
evolution observed.

Evidence shows that our Universe is an evolving system rising from a Big Bang
13.7 billion years ago, with different transitions, but in particular with a transition at
z . 0.6 that coincides with the mathematical description of both an accelerated and a
late steady-state universe (LSS). Additionally, based on the ΛCDM model, the Universe
eventually tend to q → −1 when z → −1, i.e., in the far future. The word late is used
because the steady state is not valid for all epochs in the Universe evolution; prior to this
epoch (accelerated/stationary), the ΛCDM model is still the cornerstone. This affirmation
arises from the mathematical equivalence between models. Thus, how can we be certain of
which model for the Universe is the ideal interpretation for z 6 0.6? Are both conditions
equivalent, and is there no way to differentiate between an accelerated and a steady-
state Universe for z 6 0.6? If there is an equivalence, maybe the interpretation under
one condition is easier than under the other (accelerated↔ LSS), as it happens with the
equivalence principle or the equivalence between anti-de Sitter and the conformal field
theory (AdS/CFT).

Thus, this paper is dedicated to tackling these questions and following up on all of their
consequences. The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 is dedicated to discussing
the LSS model; it presents the predictions related to the continuous emission of radiation at
MeV energy. Section 3 tackles the consequences of MeV emission at astrophysical scales and
concludes that this radiation must belong to the dark sector. In Section 4, the underlying
classical field theory and the consequences in cosmology are revisited. Finally, in Section 5,
we present our discussions and conclusions.

2. The LSS Model

LSS requires the continuous creation of matter and radiation in order to have a steady-
state condition, implying the violation of the conservation of the energy-momentum tensor
∇µTµν 6= 0, which is incompatible with GR and, thus, we need to have matter creation at
a rate of ∼ 3H per the existing accumulation of matter in the Universe, i.e., we need to
maintain ρ̇ = ṗ = 0 for the dominant components. On the other hand, we note that the CC
shows similar complications: in this case, we also need to fulfill condition ρ̇Λ = ṗΛ = 0,
pushing GR to its limits due to the continuous creation of energy/matter to keep CC
constant. This is a consequence of introducing quantum–vacuum fluctuations to account
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for this continuous creation of energy to maintain ρΛ = cte [13]. In the SSM scenario,
Hoyle [14,15] introduced the C-field in the Einstein equations as Gµν + Cµν = 8πGTµν

in order to have a solution for the conundrum of the continuous creation. From a more
recent perspective, this C-field can be expressed as Gµν +

1
4 (R + 8πGT)gµν = 8πGTµν

using unimodular gravity (UG) [16–18], which contains an extra term equivalent to the
C-field proposed by Hoyle but in a natural deduction. We keep in mind that UG is a model
that naturally emerges from a Lagrangian, only demanding the invariance in its volume√−g = ξ, where ξ = 1 is a constant. In this context, the vacuum energy has no direct
gravitational effects, and Λ is only an integration constant, implying that it is possible to
choose a small value (or even Λ = 0) as demanded in studies like [19].

Connecting all these arguments, we raise the following proposition: we are not in
a position to know whether the universe is already transiting to an accelerated or a steady-state
phase using the redshift drift. (The detection of the radiation exposed hereafter could be evidence of
LSS instead of an accelerated Universe. However, the radiation acts as an equivalent to CC in the
standard way.) Indeed, even if we use the luminous distance, dL(z) = H−1z(z + 1), or the angular
distance, dA(z) = H−1z(z + 1)−1, for z . 0.6, there is no experiment/observation that would
allow us to conclude if the Universe is transiting to an accelerated or a late steady-state Universe.

Thus, under the previous state of accelerated and LSS conditions, it is possible to
follow Universe consequences.

The traditional view for CC needs to deal with quantum vacuum fluctuations afflicted
by the ultraviolet divergences that grow at k4 when the energy density is calculated (see [13]
and references therein). The reinterpretation consists in the use of a continuous creation
of radiation in concordance with previous calculations for SSM, which can be deduced
through expression

δ̇(t) = −σ

(
ν1

a(t1)

a(t)
, t
)

δ(t), (1)

where δ(t) is the number of particles whose solution takes the form δ(t0) = e−τδ(t1) in
terms of optical depth τ, dot represents a time derivative, σ(ν) is the absorption rate of
a radiation of frequency ν, a(t) is the scale factor related with the line element ds2 =
−dt2 + a(t)2(dr2 + r2dΩ2), dΩ2 is the solid angle and it is considered null curvature k = 0
according to recent observations [3]. Due to that, we assume that our particles follow
Bose statistic; with relation 8πν2ζ(t, ν) = Γ(ν, t), we can generalize δ(t) as the following
differential equation:

δ̇(t)
δ(t)

= −σ

(
ν1

a(t1)

a(t)
, t
)
+ ζ

(
ν1

a(t1)

a(t)
, t
)

, (2)

where ζ(ν) is the emission rate. After some straightforward calculations, we arrive to (see
details in [7])

n(ν) = 8πν2
∫ t0

t1

exp
{
−
∫ t0

t

[
σ

(
ν

a(t0)

a(t′)
, t′
)
− ζ

(
ν

a(t0)

a(t′)
, t′
)]

dt′
}
×

ζ

(
ν

a(t0)

a(t)
, t
)

dt, (3)

where n(ν) is the number function and 8πν2ζ(ν)dν is the emission rate per unit volume of
radiation between frequency ν and ν + dν, with t0 and t1 arbitrary chosen. We notice that
Equation (3) is restricted to the scale factor, which in turn is coupled with a field theory of
gravitation which in principle is GR but not restricted to possible extensions in which the
scale factor is involved.

Thus, our starting point is Equation (3), and we also consider that the radiation could
be standard photons but not restricted to them (i.e., other particles with similar behavior
such as axions and dark photons, among others, are allowed).
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In the de Sitter phase, Expression (3) can be written as [7]

n(ν) = 8πν2
∫ t0

−∞
exp

{
−
∫ t0

t

[
σ
(
ν exp(H0[t0 − t′])

)
− ζ
(
ν exp(H0[t0 − t′])

)]
dt′
}
×

ζ(ν exp(H0[t0 − t]))dt, (4)

where it is assumed that, during this de Sitter phase, ȧ/a ≈ H0 (this assumption is only
valid for z ≤ 0.6). With an appropriate change in variables to avoid dependence on t0,
we have

n(ν) = 8πν2
∫ ∞

ν

ζ(ν′)

H0ν′
exp

(
−
∫ ν′

ν

dν∗

H0ν∗

[
σ(ν∗)− ζ(ν∗)

])
dν′, (5)

and differentiating with respect to ν, we arrive to the following expression:

ζ(ν) =
n(ν)σ(ν)

8πν2 + n(ν)
+

[
2n(ν)− ν

dn(ν)
dν

]
H0

8πν2 + n(ν)
, (6)

where we separate terms that depend on Hubble constant H0. Thus, if we stand by our
hypothesis of assuming that the radiation (standard or dark emission) follows a Planckian
number distribution, we have homogeneity and isotropy

n(ν) = 8πν2[exp(ν/T )− 1]−1, (7)

where T is a fixed temperature. Therefore, we obtain, from Equation (6),

ζ(ν) = exp(−ν/T )σ(ν) + ζ(ν)CMV, (8)

where

ζ(ν)CMV = H0

( ν

T

)
[exp(ν/T )− 1]−1. (9)

We notice that ζ(ν)CMV is a constant emission of radiation that is independent of ab-
sorption σ(ν) and can be expressed as a function of the Hubble parameter, where subscript
CMV indicates the Cosmic MeV emission. The first term in (8) (r.h.s) is the classical behavior
emission–absorption term for radiation implying interactions with baryonic matter and
astrophysical background lights, such as the extragalactic background light (EBL) and the
CMB. (This interaction depends on the particle we are dealing with; for example, in the
dark sector, interactions are weaker than those associated with standard photons.)

We also notice that even in the case ν→ 0, we always have a non-negligible emission
in the form ζ(0)CMV = H0. After an integration in the form of ρ = 8π

∫ ∞
0 ν2ζ(ν)CMVdν

(which is convergent) for energy density, we conclude

ρCMV =
π2

15
H0T 3. (10)

Due to the equivalence between an accelerated and a stationary Universe, it is possible
to propose identification ρCMV = ρΛ ' 2.46× 10−11eV4, where the last number is the
value expected for the cause of Universe acceleration. Consequently, we arrive to a fluid
with energy

ECMV ' 29.5 MeV. (11)

The energy is obtained by using the current value for the Hubble constant reported
in [20] (ECMV ' 28.8 MeV using a local measurement of H0 [21]). This energy region for
standard photons is a minimum in the photon interaction cross-section, and the transition
from Compton scattering to pair production as the dominant process makes a piece of new
physics evidence in this region particularly challenging. This would explain why it has not
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been detected yet. Consequently, in the following sections, we investigate the possibility of
detection through astrophysical tests.

3. Astrophysical Tests

In a CMB-like scenario, Universe acceleration forecasts an isotropic and homogeneous
cosmic background of standard light radiation, such as the known CMB [3,22]. Thus, if
ECMV is a CMB-like radiation, it follows the energy density distribution given by Equa-
tion (7) as black-body radiation with a mean energy density given by Equation (11). As
a background light, it is likely to interact with gamma rays and annihilate by the photon
pair-production process (γ γ → e+ e−). The astrophysical expected outcome of this
process is attenuating the expected astrophysical photon flux; for a CMB energy range,
such attenuation is expected on the ultra-high-energy gamma rays. Lighter background
photons as the EBL attenuates the TeV gamma-ray flux of extragalactic point sources, such
as blazars [23–26]. In this line of thought, we find the survivable probability (Psurv = e−τ)
of standard photons, such as gamma rays, by finding the optical depth (τ) but considering
the presence of the ECMV radiation as a background light. The survivable probability is
given by

Psurv = exp
[
−
∫ z

0

cdz
H0(1 + z)h(z)

∫ 1

−1
d cos θ

1− cos θ

2
(12)

×
∫ ∞

εth

dεn(ε, z)σ(Eγ, ε, z)
]

,

where H0 stands for the Hubble constant in the present time, h(z) =
√

Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩCMV
is the distance element in an expanding universe, σ(Eγ, ε, z) is the Breit–Wheeler cross-
section for pair production process γ γ → e+ e− [27], and n(ε, z) is the background density
given by Equation (7), with ε = ν.

The outcome of these is that if ECMV radiation is CMB-like, any astrophysical photon
above the keV energy range and from a distance beyond 10−26 Mpc will be attenuated by
the presence of ECMV emission. In Figure 1, we show the survival probability of gamma
rays from different z’s to us on Earth. For comparison, we include the gamma-ray survival
probability due to CMB; the shadow area represents the attenuated region for gamma rays
from z = 1, from which CMB allows ultra-high-energy photon propagation from z = 1 to
Earth. Once again, we conclude that non-standard photons of the keV order would survive
ECMV radiation, which contradicts the observations. Therefore, if CMV emission exists, it
cannot be made by standard photons.

Figure 1. Photon survival probability due to interaction with the 30 MeV radiation from a given z as
standard photons. For comparison, survival probability due to CMB is included. Everything above
such lines is attenuated; we illustrate this as the shadow area in the CMB case.
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Thus, considering the unknown nature of the CMV and assuming that it can decay
to some standard photons, it may be proven through astrophysical tests. Experiments
like the Compton Telescope (COMPTEL) [28] and the Energetic Gamma-ray Experiment
Telescope (EGRET) [29] have reported measurements of photon flux at the energy region of
our interest [30].

Therefore, in order to test the predicted signal, we model EGRET and COMPTEL data
extracted from [28,29] of the energy flux in the energy range 1.12 < E < 15.28× 103 MeV.
Based on [31], we consider the background modeled by the sum of two components,
Bkg1(E) + Bkg2(E), where

Bkg1,2(E) =
C1,2

(E/Eb)
Γ1,3 + (E/Eb)

Γ2,4
, (13)

where C1,2 are normalization constants, Eb is the energy peak, and Γ1 and Γ2 are constants.
For the Bkg1 component, we fix Γ1 = 1.32, Γ2 = 2.88, Eb = 25 keV, and for the Bkg2
component, Γ3 = 1.0, Γ4 = 2.41 and Eb = 20 MeV [31], and we allow variation of both C1
and C2. The full model is obtained by adding the signal presented in Equation (9), which
is named Bkg+Signal. Figure 2 shows the fit obtained, the solid blue line corresponds to
Signal+Bkg and the solid red line is the total background.

We compare the two models, Bkg and Bkg+Signal, statistically through the Akaike
information criterion corrected (AICc) [32,33] for small samples defined as AICc = χ2

min +
2k + (2k2 + 2k)/(N− k− 1) where χ2

min is the minimum of the χ2-function, k is the number
of degrees of freedom and N is the size of the sample. In this criterion, the model with
the lower value of AICc is the one preferred by data. When difference ∆AICc between
a given model and the best one is ∆AICc < 4,both models are equally supported by the
data. For the range 4 < ∆AICc < 10, the data still support the given model but less than
the preferred one, and if ∆AICc > 10, the given model is not supported. Our result gives
∆AICc = AICc(Bkg + Signal) − AICc(Bkg) = −118.8, which indicates that the model
Bkg+Signal is preferred by EGRET and COMPTEL datasets. Additionally, we find signal
amplitude A = 0.151± 0.014 MeVcm−2s−1sr−1.

100 101 102 103 104 105

Energy [MeV]

10 4

10 3

10 2

10 1

E2 d
N

/d
E 

[M
eV

cm
2 s

1 s
r

1 ]

Bkg1
Bkg2
Bkg
Bkg+Signal
Signal (29.50 MeV)
EGRET
COMPTEL

Figure 2. Energy flux vs energy. Black and grey markers are COMPTEL and EGRET data, respectively.
The solid blue line corresponds to Bkg+Signal fit, and the solid red line to Bkg is composed of Bkg1

(dot-dashed red line) and Bkg2 (dotted red line).
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As can be seen, the expected energy is in the extreme of both data sets, in the maximum
of COMPTEL and in the minimum of EGRET, causing difficulties in its detection through
the recent data compilations (see Figure 2). Future experiments could improve the signal-
to-noise detection in the MeV region, such as the GRAMS Project [34] and GammaTPC [35].
They might be able to confirm whether CMV emission exists, and if it does, the cause of the
current de Sitter transition might be explained.

4. The Underneath Field Theory, a Revision

The continuous creation of energy, in principle, is incompatible with GR because
∇µTµν 6= 0 unless we accept fluids with the w < −1/3 equation of state. One of the best
approaches under a field equation to have a non-conservation of the energy–momentum
tensor and compatible with the fluid discussed in Section 2 is through the equations of
unimodular gravity (UG) given by

Rµν −
1
4

gµνR = 8πG
(

Tµν −
1
4

gµνT
)

, (14)

which clearly is traceless [16], Rµν, R are the Ricci tensor and scalar, respectively, Tµν is
the energy–momentum tensor, T = gµνTµν is the energy–momentum scalar and G is the
Newton gravitational constant. In this context, a CC is unnecessary, and traditional fluids
can produce evolution a(t) = exp Λ(t − t0) only under the restriction that ρ̇ f luid = 0,
caused naturally by

32πG∇µTµν = ∇µ(R + 8πGT)gµν, (15)

where the general covariance is not demanded. We notice that this approach is similar to
the stationary model [6,14,15] in which a continuous creation of matter/energy produces
a de Sitter behavior, indistinguishable from the scale factor for an accelerated Universe.
Some studies [36,37] suggest that a continuous creation of radiation (relativistic particles,
axions, dark photons) under the UG approach could resolve the problem of the observed
de Sitter phase, without the necessity of w < −1/3, demanded in standard GR.

Assuming a Friedmann–Lemaitre–Robertson–Walker (FLRW) metric and a perfect
fluid energy–momentum tensor, we arrive at the following equation:

Ḣ = −4πG ∑
i
(ρi + pi), (16)

where ρi, pi are the density and pressure of the fluids, respectively, H ≡ ȧ/a is the Hubble
parameter, a is the scale factor, and dot stands for time derivative. On the other hand,
resolving for Equation (15), we have

∑
i
[(ρ̇i + ṗi) + 3H(ρi + pi)] =

H3

4πG
(1− j), (17)

where j ≡ ...
a /aH3 is known as the jerk parameter [38] where the dots stand for third-

order derivatives. The third-order derivatives that this theory contains are tamed through
the cosmographic jerk parameter, which also acts as a source term. Thus, after some
manipulation using Equations (16) and (17), the dynamical equations for the cosmology in
this context can be presented as follows:

H2 =
8πG

3 ∑
i

ρi + H2
UG, (18)

ä
a
= −4πG

3 ∑
i
(ρi + 3pi) + H2

UG, (19)

H2
UG =

8πG
3 ∑

i
pi +

2
3

∫ a

aini

H(a′)2[j(a′)− 1]
da′

a′
, (20)
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where subscript UG refers to Unimodular Gravity. According to [36,37], the best selection
of j, to mimic the ΛCDM model but taking into account the clues about the causative of
the Universe’s acceleration, is j = 9

2 (1 + w)wE(z)−2Ω0i(z + 1)3(w+1) + 1, where w is the
fluid equation of state and Ω0i is the density parameter, z = a−1 − 1 is the redshift and
E(z) ≡ H(z)/H0. The election, naturally, allows us to decouple matter with the standard
equation of state while radiation depends on the j parameter. Therefore, radiation plays a
central role in the Universe’s acceleration due to the coupling with j. Thus, demanding a
continuity equation for new dark energy term gives us the following Friedmann equation:

E(z)2 = Ω0m(z + 1)3 + Ω0r(z + 1)4 + ωCMVΩ0CMV(zini + 1)4, (21)

where the last term acts like a cosmological constant but with an origin based in the term
1
4 (R + 8πGT)gµν. This constant acts like a diffusion parameter and can be interpreted as a
CMV component plus the effects of the UG dictated by the zini free parameter (see [36,37]
for details), where Ω0m and Ω0CMV are the matter and CMV parameters, respectively,
ωCMV = 1/3 and zini = 11.473+0.074

−0.073 constrained through recent observations (see [36,37])
and interpreted as the region where the term that generates the de Sitter expansion emerges
(but not dominates).

5. Discussion and Conclusions

As we discussed previously, at the moment, it is impossible to differentiate between
an accelerated or late stationary Universe because the observables (dL and dA) in terms of
the redshift drift of all the experiments that measure the Universe evolution are equally
compatible with both approaches. We emphasize that this argument is only valid for
z . 0.6, where the data confirms the transition.

On the other hand, it is well known that both models (accelerated and stationary)
need a continuous creation of energy/matter to maintain the energy density constant of
some species in the Universe, which, in turn, pushes the GR’s limits in its current form
and suggests that changes are required to obtain, for instance, a non-conservation to the
energy–momentum tensor. This equivalence suggests a new strategy to simultaneously
tackle the energy density problem of the CC and the interpretation of the emission in the
regime of ∼29.5 MeV, which, in principle, could be detected through decaying to standard
photons. Confirming this signal is crucial, so we encourage further astrophysical analysis in this
scope. Suggestively, the MeV region is also connected to several new physics proposals,
such as Primordial Black Holes (PBH) [39–41] emitting radiation through Hawking effect,
self-annihilation of DM particles candidates with MeV masses that can produce gamma
radiation [42,43], and some quantum gravity effects (like Continuous Spontaneous Localiza-
tion, compatible with UG [18] or the Diosi–Penrose model, DP [44–46]) could also produce
radiation emission at the same energy scale of tens of MeV. Identifying the event that causes
the excess radiation is vital because the theory presented here cannot identify the event
that causes the previously mentioned excess. For example, PBH as DM implies decaying
radiation at MeV generating the observed accelerated/stationary Universe, sustaining a
unified framework that relates several events. In this case, the excess of radiation is a
transitory effect; therefore, the accelerated/stationary Universe is also a transitory process.
For example, in the case where the cause of the excess of radiation is the DP model under
charged particles, the collapse of the wave function by gravitational effects has significant
consequences for the evolution of the Universe and its current stationary/accelerated stage.
The radiation energy for this case is in the range of ∆E = (10− 105) keV, with CMV inside
the expected energy region. Other particles like axions [47] or dark photons [48] could be
possible candidates. Therefore, models could prove that we are dealing with an LSS instead
of an accelerated Universe.

We need to remark that a stationary Universe is not a natural state (at least under
the Friedmann–Lemaitre–Robertson–Walker line element) because maintaining constant
energy density requires the violation of the conservation of the energy–momentum tensor.
As a consequence, we expect that this state will eventually stop, finishing this particular
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condition. However, to respond to the question of how to differentiate between the two
universes, we need to know what the source of the CMV radiation is, if it exists. In this
work, we showed that the survival probability of standard photons due to the CMV predicts
an impossible opacity region, not allowing the detection of any >keV astrophysical photons
on Earth. This strongly constrains the hypothesis that this radiation exists as standard
photons. Hence, we also studied the possibility of an indirect signal of standard photons
derived from a potential non-standard component of the CMV emission at 29.5 MeV. Our
findings suggest that the model Bkg+Signal is preferred over the only Bkg scenario, using
EGRET and COMPTEL datasets.

Finally, we must remember that a change in variables to the de Sitter line element
produces a stationary metric as ds2 = −(1− r2/α2)dt2 + (1− r2/α2)−1dr2 + r2dΩ2, where
α is a nonzero constant of the hyperboloid of one sheet. Remarkably, a de Sitter evolution
is analogous to a stationary Universe, as discussed throughout this paper. Additionally,
we emphasize that when using standard GR, a fluid with w < −1/3 EoS is necessary in
order to have a de Sitter Universe. We also do not have the physics of DE, and thus it is
impossible to know whether the particles decay in an energy region in order to be detected
by some experiment. Under these conditions, it is not possible to have the same predictions
presented in this paper.

We encourage further and novel astrophysical experiments and studies to unravel the
29.5 MeV emission in order to fully comprehend the current de Sitter stage of our Universe.
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